
If subversion is possible, it will be a subversion from within the terms of law, through the possibilities that 

emerge when the law turns against itself and spawns unexpected permutations of itself (…) Judith Butler 

 

In the last decade many artists from Brazil have gained international acclaim; as a result researchers, curators, 

gallerists, and other professionals from all over the world have started to investigate, analyze, and interpret not 

only the current art specificities but also the avant-garde movements and earlier periods in Brazilian art. This has 

led to a somewhat contradictory situation; while these newly created narratives often circulate fashionable 

metaphors, exoticisms, and stereotypes based on intercultural translation strategies, they are on the other hand 

also attempting to break the Euro-centric views of the “other” (at least in the field of art) and stimulating 

thinking about the specific situations and spaces of Brazilian art.  

 

Ricardo Basbaum’s works very often deal with the questions of “locating”, the “self”, “otherness”, and with the 

ways of forming various relationships between them and other elements, discourses, narratives, and social 

contexts. These connections are usually presented in the form of diagrams – mental pathways that can, in their 

extreme form, be interpreted as an analogy to the thought of Deleuze and Guattari: “becoming” or crossing 

creates an intermediate space where ideas, concepts, and elements pick up speed and become unique and new 

with every moment, thus expanding the possibilities of existence. Such spaces are filled with contradictions as 

well as potentials. Basbaum calls this process “transatravessamento”.  

 

For the Art Basel Miami Beach, the artist has created a new work. In a way it is a collective work and a 

crossover event: he has invited nine other artists (all represented by the A Gentil Carioca) to help him construct a 

diagram composed of their answers to the two questions he posed:  

 

A: Write the names of two artists who are referential for you. 

B: Summarize your working method in 5 words. 

 

The work should be understood in a broader context of Basbaum’s NBP project i.e. re-projecting series (New 

Bases for Personality is an on-going project comprising drawings, diagrams, objects, installations, texts, and 

manifestos, initiated in the 1990s). The NBP specific shape is projected over the surface of a diagram and the 

points where the NBP shape’s angles and inner circle touch the diagram are the connection points which link 

each one of the invited artists. The connections with the invited artists are indicated by the short comments as 

well as by their artworks, which are physically present in the same space as the diagram.  

 

The diagram raises comments and further questions such as: What is the idea of an art fair? What are the 

relations between the artists and the contemporary art market?  

There are no easy answers to that since the web of “particularities of interventions”, intensities and their 

interrelations is very complex. Subsequently the work has a hidden antagonism inside, a tension of “reciprocal 

conversation, negotiation and provocation” of which the artist is aware; as the work critiques the very same 

system that enabled its production, it also acknowledges the system’s power mechanisms and discourses. On 

what basis could then a work of art that is critical towards such operability be taken seriously? Or in other words, 

is it possible to be critically engaged in a space of excessive commercial context, such as an art fair?  

 

With his cancelled exhibition of systems in the Guggenheim Museum in New York in 1971, Hans Haacke 

exposed in a very influential manner the ways in which the system of art operates, especially the conservative 

policies and economic interests hidden behind the museum’s cultural operations. The museum turned out to be 

determined, like any other institution, by other systems and structures of power which dictate its activities. In a 

similar manner Artur Barrio submitted a handwritten Manifesto in 1970 to the Salon (Rio de Janeiro); in it, he 

was “against the categories of art, shows, prizes, judges, art criticism” – against the tastes of the dominant 

classes in the field of art. Paradoxically, his work was accepted to the Salon – not as a protest but as a drawing. 

 

It is of course possible to step out of the art system; to be “absolutely distant”, and these acts can sometimes be 

even more political in their distance towards the political means and messages than their more engaged 

counterparts. But it is also possible, as Jacques Ranciere says, to interrupt the “distribution of the sensible”, 

which is what is seen and what can be said about it, and who has the ability to see and the talent to speak. In this 

spirit, Ricardo Basbaum has created a space of negotiation at the Miami Beach, a space of dissent, making 

visible that which is not, imposing new patterns of connections between subjects and their external surroundings, 

and in this way disrupting the processes of various economic / political / cultural operations intrinsic to the 

institutional logic.  
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